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Discrepancy estimates for sequences: new
results and open problems
Gerhard Larcher∗
Abstract
In this paper we give an overview of recent results on (upper and lower) dis-
crepancy estimates for (concrete) sequences in the unit-cube. In particular we also
give an overview of discrepancy estimates for certain classes of hybrid sequences.
Here by a hybrid sequence we understand an (s + t)-dimensional sequence which
is a combination of an s-dimensional sequence of a certain type (e.g. Kronecker-,
Niederreiter-, Halton-, . . . type) and a t-dimensional sequence of another type. The
analysis of the discrepancy of hybrid sequences (and of their components) is a rather
current and vivid branch of research. We give a collection of some challenging open
problems on this topic.
Keywords: Digital sequences, hybrid sequences, discrepancy
AMS classification: 11K06, 11K38
1 Introduction
Let (zn)n≥0 be a sequence in the d-dimensional unit-cube [0, 1)
d. Then the discrep-
ancy of the first N points of the sequence is defined by
DN = sup
B⊆[0,1)d
∣∣∣∣AN (B)N − λ(B)
∣∣∣∣ ,
where
AN (B) := # {n : 0 ≤ n < N,zn ∈ B},
λ is the d-dimensional volume and the supremum is taken over all axis-parallel
subintervals B ⊆ [0, 1)d. The sequence (zn)n≥0 is called uniformly distributed if
lim
N→∞
DN = 0. If the supremum is restricted to all B with the left-lower corner in
the origin, then we speak of the star-discrepancy D∗N . It is the most well-known
conjecture in the theory of irregularities of distribution, that for every sequence
(zn)n≥0 in
[
0, 1)d we have
DN ≥ cd (logN)
d
N
for a constant cd > 0 and for infinitely many N . This result was proven for
dimension d = 1 by Schmidt [50]. Hence sequences whose discrepancy satisfies
DN = O
(
(logN)d
N
)
are called “low-discrepancy sequences”.
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Note that recent investigations of Bilyk, Lacey et al., see for example [5] or [7], have
led some people to conjecture that (logN)
d+1
2
N
instead of (logN)
d
N
is the best possible
order for the discrepancy of sequences in [0, 1)d. At the moment the best known
general lower bound for the discrepancy of sequences in [0, 1)d for d ≥ 2 is
DN ≥ cd (logN)
d
2
+ǫ(d)
N
for infinitely many N , with some small ǫ(d) > 0. For more details on this topic see
[1] or [6].
There are three groups of (almost) low-discrepancy sequences which are of main
interest for applications in quasi-Monte Carlo methods. (Here by a quasi-Monte
Carlo method we mean simulation in the setting of Monte Carlo methods, but
using deterministic, i.e., quasi-random (usual low-discrepancy) point sets instead
of pseudo-random point sets.) Indeed, these are (until now) the only known types
of sequences containing concrete examples of (almost) low-discrepancy sequences.
These are Kronecker sequences, Halton sequences and digital (T, s)-sequences in
the sense of Niederreiter.
The most classical type are the Kronecker sequences. A Kronecker sequence is
of the form
zn = ({nα})n≥0 = (({nα1} , . . . , {nαd}))n≥0
for some α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈
[
0, 1)d . The sequence is uniformly distributed in
[
0, 1)d
iff 1, α1, . . . , αd are linearly independent over Z.
(Good) lattice point sets are – in some sense – finite versions of Kronecker se-
quences. They are of the following form:
zn =
({
n
a1
N
}
, . . . ,
{
n
ad
N
})
n=0,1...,N−1
for some given N ∈ N and a1, . . . , ad ∈ Z.
The second type of sequences are Halton sequences which are defined as follows:
Let b1, . . . , bd ≥ 2 be pairwise coprime integers, then the Halton sequence (zn)n≥0
with zn =
(
z
(1)
n , . . . , z
(d)
n
)
, in bases b1, . . . , bd is given by
z(j)n := ψbj (n)
where
ψbj (n) :=
∞∑
i=0
nib
−i−1
j
for n ∈ N0 with base bj representation
n =
∞∑
i=0
nib
i
j , 0 ≤ ni ≤ bj .
It is easy to show that every Halton sequence is a low-discrepancy sequence.
The concept of digital-sequences in a base q (see for example [10], [34], [39], or
[40]) was introduced by Niederreiter and it contains also earlier special examples of
sequences of the same type considered by Sobol’ and by Faure.
Let q be a prime number and let Zq be the finite field of order q. We identify
Zq with the set {0, 1, . . . , q− 1} equipped with arithmetic operations modulo q. Let
2
d ∈ N. Let C1, . . . , Cd ∈ ZN×Nq be N × N matrices over Zq. Let n ∈ N0, with q-adic
expansion n = n0 + n1q + n2q
2 + . . . and set
~n = (n0, n1, n2, . . .)
⊤ ∈ (ZNq )⊤.
Then define
~xn,j = Cj~n for j = 1, . . . , d,
where all arithmetic operations are taken modulo q. Let ~xn,j = (xn,j,1, xn,j,2, . . .)
⊤
and define
xn,j = xn,j,1q
−1 + xn,j,2q
−2 + · · · .
Then the nth point xn of the sequence S(C1, . . . , Cd) is given by xn = (xn,1, . . . , xn,d).
A sequence S(C1, . . . , Cd) constructed this way is called a digital sequence (over Zq)
with generating matrices C1, . . . , Cd. Under certain conditions on the generating
matrices it can be shown that the star discrepancy of S(C1, . . . , Cd) is of order of
magnitude (logN)
d
N
in N . For more information we refer to [10], [39], [40] and the
references therein.
The finite versions of digital sequences are digital (t,m, s)-nets (over Zq). These
are point-sets xn = (xn,1, . . . , xn,d) with n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, where N = qm, and
which are defined in the same way as digital sequences but now with C1, . . . , Cd ∈
Z
m×m
q .
In the following we will give some recent results on the discrepancy of these point
sequences and point sets, and of combinations (hybrids) of them, and we will also
give a collection of challenging open problems in this context.
2 Metrical and average type discrepancy esti-
mates for digital point sets and sequences and
for good-lattice point-sets
In [2] Beck has given upper and lower metrical bounds for the discrepancy of the
d-dimensional Kronecker sequence. He showed:
Theorem 2.1 (Beck, 1994) For almost all α in [0, 1)d for the discrepancy DN of
the d-dimensional Kronecker sequence we have
DN = O
(
(logN)d(log logN)1+ǫ
N
)
for every ǫ > 0.
Theorem 2.2 (Beck, 1994) For almost all α in [0, 1)d for the discrepancy DN of
the d-dimensional Kronecker sequence we have
DN ≥ C(α, d)(logN)
d log logN
N
for infinitely many N , where C(α, d) > 0 · · · .
It is quite interesting that until now, for dimensions d ≥ 2 no concrete choice
of α1, . . . , αd is known, such that the upper discrepancy estimate in Theorem 2.1
of Beck is satisfied for this concrete sequence. The discrepancy of a Kronecker
sequence generated by α = (α1, . . . , αd) heavily depends on how good α1, . . . , αd
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can be simultaneously approximated by rationals. For example if α1, . . . , αd are
algebraic numbers such that 1, α1, . . . , αd are linearly independent over Z, then
by the Theorem of Thue-Siegel-Roth-Schmidt we have DN = O
(
1
N1−ǫ
)
for every
ǫ > 0. Further discrepancy estimates for the Kronecker sequence in dependence on
diophantine approximation properties of α1, . . . , αd can be found in [26] or in [44,
Theorem 2].
For the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 Beck uses a Poisson summation formula
for the discrepancy function and some results from probabilistic diophantine ap-
proximation. Especially, for example, he uses a result of Schmidt from [48] which
gives for almost all α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ [0, 1)d a rather exact formula for
N(h) := #
{
(q1, . . . , qd) ∈ Zd
∣∣∣ |qi| ≤ h for i = 1, . . . d and
{q1α1 + · · ·+ qdαd} < φ(q1, . . . , qd)
}
.
Indeed, for suitable φ we have
N(h) =
∑
q1,...,qd
qi ≤h
φ(q1, . . . , qd) +R,
with a certain “small” error-term R.
In [31] an analogous result to Theorem 2.1 was given for digital sequences.
Theorem 2.3 (Larcher, 1998) Let d ∈ N, let q be a prime number and let ǫ > 0.
Then for µd-almost all d-tuples (C1, . . . , Cd) ∈ (ZN×Nq )d of generating matrices the
digital sequence generated by (C1, . . . , Cd) has discrepancy satisfying
DN = O
(
(logN)d(log logN)2+ǫ
N
)
for all ǫ > 0. (Here µd is a probability measure on (Z
N×N
q )
d defined in a quite natural
way, see [31].)
For the proof of this result one had to combine some counting arguments with
results from metrical non-archimedean diophantine approximation. An important
subclass of the class of digital sequences is the class of digital Kronecker sequences.
These sequences build a “non-archimedean analog” to classical Kronecker sequences.
They have been introduced by Niederreiter [40, Section 4], and further investigated
by Larcher and Niederreiter [33].
Let Zq[x] be the set of all polynomials over Zq and let Zq((x
−1)) be the field of
formal Laurent series g with g = 0 or
g =
∞∑
k=ω
akx
−k with ak ∈ Zq and ω ∈ Z with aω 6= 0.
Zq((x
−1)) contains the field of rational functions over Zq as a subfield. The dis-
crete exponential evaluation ν of g is defined by ν(g) := −ω and ν(0) := −∞.
Furthermore, we define the “fractional part” of g by
{g} :=
∞∑
k=max(1,ω)
akx
−k.
We associate a nonnegative integer n with q-adic expansion n = n0+n1q+ · · ·+nrqr
with the polynomial n(x) = n0 + n1x+ · · · + nrxr in Zq[x] and vice versa.
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For every d-tuple f = (f1, . . . , fd) of elements of Zq((x
−1)) we define the sequence
S(f) = (xn)n≥0 by
xn = ({n(x)f1(x)}x=q, . . . , {n(x)fd(x)}x=q) for n ∈ N0.
In analogy to classical Kronecker sequences it has been shown in [33] that a digital
Kronecker sequence S(f) is uniformly distributed in [0, 1)d if and only if 1, f1, . . . , fd
are linearly independent over Zq[x]. By µ we denote the normalized Haar-measure
on Zq((x
−1)) and by µ˜d the d-fold product measure on (Zq((x
−1)))d.
In [29] Larcher proved the following metrical upper bound on the star discrep-
ancy of digital Kronecker sequences.
Theorem 2.4 (Larcher, 1995). Let d ∈ N, let q be a prime number and let ǫ > 0.
For µ˜d-almost all f ∈ (Zq((x−1)))d the digital Kronecker sequence S(f) has star
discrepancy satisfying
DN (S(f )) = O
(
(logN)d(log logN)2+ǫ
N
)
.
Quite recently Larcher and Pillichshammer were able to give corresponding met-
rical lower bounds for the discrepancy of digital sequences and of digital Kronecker
sequences (see [35], [36]).
Theorem 2.5 (Larcher and Pillichshammer, 2013). Let d ∈ N and let q be a
prime number. Then for µd-almost all d-tuples (C1, . . . , Cd) ∈ (ZN×Nq )d of generating
matrices the digital sequence S(C1, . . . , Cd) over Zq has discrepancy satisfying
DN (S(C1, . . . , Cd)) ≥ c(q, d)(logN)
d log logN
N
for infinitely manyN ∈ N
with some c(q, d) > 0 not depending on N .
Theorem 2.6 (Larcher and Pillichshammer, 2013). Let d ∈ N and let q be a prime
number. For µ˜d-almost all f ∈ (Zq((x−1)))d the digital Kronecker sequence S(f)
has star discrepancy satisfying
DN (S(f )) ≥ c(q, d)(logN)
d log logN
N
for infinitely manyN ∈ N
with some c(q, d) > 0 not depending on N .
For the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we used, in analogy to the method of
Beck, a Poisson summation formula based on Walsh-functions for the discrepancy-
function of these digital sequences and again certain results on non-archimedean
diophantine approximation.
For the finite versions of these point sequences, namely for the good lattice
point sets (as discrete versions of Kronecker sequences) and for digital (t,m, s)-nets
(as discrete versions of digital sequences), as well as for digital nets generated by
rational functions over finite fields until now just upper “metrical” (i.e, average
type), bounds are known.
The last mentioned class of point set is a finite analogon to the digital Kro-
necker sequences. Digital nets generated by rational functions over finite fields are
defined as follows: Let f ∈ Zq[x] with deg(f) = t ≥ 1, and g1, . . . , gd ∈ Zq[x] with
gcd(gi, f) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , d and deg(gi) < t.
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Then we consider point sets (xn)n≥0 in [0, 1)
d of the form
xn :=
({
n(x)g1(x)
f(x)
}∣∣∣∣
x=q
, . . . ,
{
n(x)gd(x)
f(x)
}∣∣∣∣
x=q
)
.
The mentioned upper bounds for the discrepancy of these three classes of finite
point sets were proven in [9], [28] and [30].
Theorem 2.7 (Bykovskii, 2012). For all χ < 1 there is a constant Cχ > 0 such
that for all N the discrepancy DN of the lattice point set({
n
a1
N
}
, . . . ,
{
n
ad
N
})
n=0,...,N−1
satisfies
DN ≤ Cχ (logN)
d−1 log logN
N
for at least χNd choices for (a1, . . . , ad) with 0 ≤ a1, . . . , ad < N .
In dimension d = 2 this result already had been shown by Larcher in [27]. In
dimension d = 2 the result moreover has a narrow connection to the conjecture of
Zaremba on continued fractions. One version of this conjecure is the following:
Conjecture 1 (Zaremba). There is an absolute constant A such that for all N ∈ N
there is an a ∈ N relatively prime to N such that all continued fraction coefficients
of a
N
are less than A.
A weaker version of this conjecture is the following conjecture (which is said to
be stated by Moser for the first time):
Conjecture 2 (Moser) There is an absolute constant B such that for all N ∈ N
there is an a ∈ N relatively prime to N such that the sum of all continued fraction
coefficients of a
N
is less than B logN .
Of course the conjecture of Moser is true if the conjecture of Zaremba holds.
From the correctness of Moser’s conjecture it follows that for all N there exists an a
relatively prime to N such that for the discrepancy DN of the 2-dimensional lattice
point set ({
n
1
N
}
,
{
n
a
N
})
n=0,...,N−1
we have
DN ≤ C(B) logN
N
,
which is an improvement of Theorem 2.7 for dimension 2, if we see this just as an
existence result. Concerning the conjecture of Zaremba there has been important
progress quite recently by the paper [8] of Bourgain and Kontorovich who show,
that the conjecture of Zaremba holds at least for a set of integers N with density 1.
See in this connection also the papers of Frolenkov and Kontorovich [12] and [22].
For digital nets and for digital nets generated by rational functions over finite
fields we have the following upper average type estimates (see [28] and [30]).
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Theorem 2.8 (Larcher, 1998) For given integers d ≥ 1,m ≥ 2 and prime base
q we have: for all δ with 0 < δ < 1, the number of d-tuples C = (C1, . . . , Cd) of
m×m-matrices, providing a digital net over Zq with discrepancy DN satisfying
DN ≤ 1
δ
B(d, q)
(logN)d−1 log logN
N
+O
(
(logN)d−1
N
)
,
is at least
(1− δ)#Md(m).
(Here B(d, q) is a constant depending only on d and q, whereas the O-constant also
depends on δ, and Md(m) is the set of all d-tuples of m×m matrices over Zq.)
Theorem 2.9 (Larcher, 1993) For every t ∈ N there are g1, . . . , gd ∈ Zq[x], g1 =
1, gcd(gi, x) = 1, i = 1, . . . , d, such that for the discrepancy DN of the point set
xn :=
({
n(x)g1(x)
xt
}∣∣∣∣
x=q
, . . . ,
{
n(x)gd(x)
xt
}∣∣∣∣
x=q
)
,
n = 0, . . . , qt − 1 =: N − 1,
we have
D∗N < c(d, q)
(logN)d−1(log logN)
N
,
with a constant c(d, q) depending only on d and q.
Indeed by the proof of Theorem 2.9 in [28] it is easy to see, that this existence
result even also can be stated as an average-type result like Theorem 2.8. An
analogous result for such point sets, but with denominator f ∈ Zq[x] of degree t, with
gcd(f, x) = 1 instead of denominator xt was shown by Kritzer and Pillichshammer
in [25].
Open Problem 1 Show that for every χ < 1 there is a constant C ′χ > 0 such that
for all N for the discrepancy DN of the lattice point set({
n
a1
N
}
, . . . ,
{
n
ad
N
})
n=0,...,N−1
we have
DN ≥ C ′χ
(logN)d−1 log logN
N
for at least χNd choices for (a1, . . . , ad) with 0 ≤ a1, . . . , ad < N .
Open Problem 2 Show that for given integers d ≥ 1,m ≥ 2 and prime base q
there exists a constant B˜(d, q) > 0 such that: for all δ with 0 < δ < 1, the number
of d-tuples C = (C1, . . . , Cd) of m×m-matrices, providing a digital net over Zq with
discrepancy DN satisfying
DN ≥ δB˜(d, q)(logN)
d−1 log logN
N
for infinitely many N , is at least (1 − δ)#Md(m), where Md(m) is the set of all
d-tuples of m×m matrices over Zq.
Open Problem 3 Give an average-type lower bound (in the style as stated in the
Open Problem 2) for the discrepancy of digital nets generated by rational functions
over finite fields.
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For the proof of Problem 1 (and analogously for the proof of Problems 2 and
3) we think that it is possible to use the basic method from the proof of Theorem
2.2 (respectively from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6) together with a certain average type
result on discrete diophantine approximation. For example a result of following
type, which would be a discrete version of the above mentioned result of Schmidt
from [48] would be quite helpful:
Open Problem 4 Find (for suitable φ) an asymptotic representation with a “small”
error-term Rχ for
N(h; a1, . . . , ad) :=
#
{
−h ≤ n1, . . . , nd ≤ h |
{
n1
a1
N
+ n2
a2
N
+ . . .+ nd
ad
N
}
< φ(n1, . . . , nd)
}
of the following form: For all χ < 1 and all h ∈ N we have
N(h; a1, . . . , ad) =
∑
−h≤n1,...,nd<h
φ(n1, . . . , nd) +Rχ(h)
for at least χNd choices of (a1, . . . , ad) with 0 ≤ a1, . . . , ad < N .
For the proof of Open Problems 2 and 3 we again probably will need a non-
archimedean version of Problem 4.
It probably should be a quite challenging task to extend the investigations of the
above type to Halton-Niederreiter sequences. By a Halton-Niederreiter sequence we
understand any d-dimensional sequence (zn)n≥0 which is obtained by combining l
sequences (z
(1)
n )n≥0, · · · , (z(l)n )n≥0 in dimensions d1, · · · , dl with d1 + · · · + dl = d,
i.e.,
zn = (z
(1)
n ,z
(2)
n , . . . ,z
(l)
n ),
where (z
(i)
n )n≥0 is a digital sequence in base qi, and gcd(q1, · · · , ql) = 1.
The Halton sequence is a special case of a Halton-Niederreiter sequence. It was
shown in [18] that a Halton-Niederreiter sequence is uniformly distributed if and
only if each of its l components is uniformly distributed. The discrepancy of such
sequences was investigated in [19] and in [17]. It turns out that, on the one hand,
the class of Halton-Niederreiter sequences contains low-discrepancy sequences, but
on the other hand in general Halton-Niederreiter sequences are not low-discrepancy
sequences even when all of their components are of low-discrepancy. A simple
example of such a uniformly distributed Halton-Niederreiter sequence, generated by
two low-discrepancy digital sequences, which itself is not of low-discrepancy, is the
two-dimensional sequence generated by the matrix
C1 =


1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
0 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 1 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 1 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 1 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...


∈ ZN×N3
in base 3 and the unit matrix in base 2.
It would be of interest to determine the order of discrepancy of almost all Halton-
Niederreiter sequences, i.e., to solve the following:
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Open Problem 5 For given d1, . . . , dl ∈ N with d1+. . .+dl = d and given coprime
bases q1, . . . , ql determine g(N) as small as possible and f(N) as large as possible
such that we have: for the discrepancy DN of almost all Halton-Niederreiter se-
quences with di-dimensional components in base qi; i = 1, . . . , l we have
DN = Ω(f(N)) and DN = O(g(N)).
We think that, to solve this problem, the techniques developed by Hellekalek
in [14] based on certain function systems should be quite helpful (see also [15] and
[16].)
In the analysis of Halton-Niederreiter sequences carried out until now, it turned
out that this analysis is much easier if the generating matrices of the components
all are “finite-row-matrices”. That means: each row of each generating matrix has
only finitely many entries different from zero. Moreover, it seems that the metrical
investigation of discrepancy of Halton-Niederreiter sequences will lead to a smaller
order of discrepancy if we restrict ourselves to considering “finite row digital Halton-
Niederreiter sequences” than in the general case. Of course, we first have to consider
what a suitable measure for these finite row sequences is.
Open Problem 6 For given d1, . . . , dl with d1 + . . . + dl = d and given coprime
bases q1, . . . , ql determine g(N) as small as possible and f(N) as large as possi-
ble such that we have: for the discrepancy DN of almost all finite-row Halton-
Niederreiter sequences (with respect to a suitable measure) with di-dimensional com-
ponents in base qi; i = 1, . . . , l we have
DN = Ω(f(N)) and DN = O(g(N)).
3 Discrepancy estimates for and applications
of hybrid sequences
As already mentioned above there are three groups of ((almost) low-discrepancy)
sequences which are of main interest. Indeed, these are (until now) the only known
types of sequences containing concrete examples of (almost) low-discrepancy se-
quences. These are Kronecker sequences, Halton sequences and digital sequences in
the sense of Niederreiter. (In some sense we could consider the classes of sequences
introduced by Levin [37] as a fourth class of low-discrepancy sequences.)
In the last years there grew considerable interest in the distribution of ”hybrids”
of such sequences, and also of such sequences together with pseudo-random-number-
sequences (as well from a theoretical point of view as from the point of view of ap-
plications). A hybrid sequence is defined as follows: take an s-dimensional sequence
(xn)n≥0 of a certain type and a t-dimensional sequence (yn)n≥0 of another type and
combine them to an (s+ t)-dimensional hybrid sequence
(zn)n≥0 := ((xn,yn))n≥0.
For the application of these hybrid sequences in QMC methods see for example
[21], or [51]. A possible, quite natural application of hybrid sequences in financial
risk management is described at the end of this section.
Hybrids of the two classical types of sequences, namely of Halton sequences and
of Kronecker sequences (we call them Halton-Kronecker sequences) were first studied
by Niederreiter in [41], [42] or [44]. From a metrical point of view the discrepancy
of Halton-Kronecker sequences was studied in [20] and in [32], where the following
was shown:
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Theorem 3.1 (Larcher, 2013). For every Halton sequence in [0, 1)s and almost ev-
ery α ∈ Rt for the discrepancy of the (s+t)-dimensional Halton-Kronecker sequence
we have DN = O
(
(logN)s+t+ǫ
N
)
for every ǫ > 0.
The proof of this Theorem again heavily depends on the techniques developed
by Beck in [2].
So for almost all α ∈ Rt a Halton-Kronecker sequence is an (almost) low-
discrepancy sequence. However, until now, we do not know any concrete example
of an (almost) low-discrepancy Halton-Kronecker sequence. Even in the most simple
case where s = t = 1 we do not have any such concrete example. So for example it
would be of great interest to study the discrepancyDN of (zn)n≥0 = (xn, {n
√
2})n≥0
where (xn)n≥0 is the one-dimensional Halton sequence in base 2, i.e., the van der
Corput sequence in base 2.
Open Problem 7 Study the discrepancy of concrete Halton-Kronecker sequences,
as for example (xn, {n
√
2})n≥0 with (xn)n≥0 the van der Corput sequence.
To handle Open Problem 7 it is necessary to study the growth of the largest
coefficients AK in the continued fraction expansion of 2
K
√
2 for K = 1, 2, . . .. So
as a prework for solving Problem 7 it would be helpful to give an answer to the
following question.
Open Problem 8 Let AK denote the largest continued fraction coefficient of 2
K
√
2
for K = 1, 2, . . .. Give sharp bounds for the growth behaviour of
BL := max
K≤L
AK .
Indeed for a solution of Problem 7 even more subtle investigations on the con-
tinued fraction coefficients of 2K
√
2 will be necessary.
In [23] Kritzer has shown an analog to Theorem 3.1 for finite hybrid point sets.
He showed an “average-type” upper bound for the combination of a Hammersley
point set with a good lattice point set. We recall, that a Hammersley point set is a
set in [0, 1)d of the form
(xn)
N−1
n=0 =
( n
N
,yn
)N−1
n=0
where (yn)
N−1
n=0 are the first N elements of a (d− 1)-dimensional Halton sequence.
Theorem 3.2 (Kritzer, 2012). Let b1, . . . , bs be s distinct prime numbers and let
N be a prime that is different from b1, . . . , bs. Let HN := (xn)
N−1
n=0 be the (s +
1)-dimensional Hammersley point set to the bases b1, . . . , bs. Then there exists a
generating vector g ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}t such that the point set
SN = (zn)
N−1
n=0 = ((xn,yn))
N−1
n=0
in [0, 1)s+t+1 with yn = {ngN }, for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, satisfies
DN (SN ) = O
(
(logN)s+t+1
N
)
,
with an implied constant independent of N .
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Indeed, the result of Kritzer is not a discrete analog to Theorem 3.1, but to the
result given in [19], which is a predecessor of the result given in Theorem 3.1. The
result of Theorem 3.1 is by essentially a logarithmic factor better than the result
in [19]. The reason for this is, that in [19] and [23] it is worked with techniques
analogous to the methods used by Schmidt in [49], whereas in [32] it is worked
with the more powerful techniques of Beck. Hence it could be conjectured that by
suitably adapting the methods of Beck and of [32] to the discrete case it should be
possible to improve also the result of Kritzer by almost a logorithmic factor. Note
that in [24] a component by component construction of such point sets was given.
Open Problem 9 Improve the result of Kritzer cited in Theorem 3.2 above on the
discrepancy of Hammersley-good lattice point-sets by almost a logarithmic factor.
The result of Theorem 3.1 probably should be essentially the best possible met-
rical estimate for the discrepancy of Halton-Kronecker sequences. However, whereas
Beck was able to prove this assumption for pure Kronecker sequences, it seems to
be out of reach at the moment also to give a rather sharp metrical lower bound
in the general case of Halton-Kronecker sequences. The reason for this is that un-
til now we do not even have a satisfying lower bound for the discrepancy of the
pure s-dimensional Halton sequence in dimension s ≥ 2 (see Section 3). So (even
if it is tempting) we do not state the search for a metrical lower bound for the
Halton-Kronecker sequence as an open problem, but just for two special cases
Open Problem 10 Show for the sequence of Problem 7, namely
(xn, {n
√
2})n≥0,
where (xn)n≥1 is the van der Corput-sequence in base 2, that
DN ≥ c(logN)
2
N
holds for a constant c > 0 and infinitely many N .
Open Problem 11 Show for the discrepancy DN of the sequences (xn, {nα}n≥0)
where (xn)n≥0 is the van der Corput sequence in base 2, that for almost all α there
is a C(α) > 0 such that
DN ≥ C(α)(logN)
2
N
holds for infinitely many N .
The next more general step would be to study the discrepancy of Niederreiter-
Kronecker sequences, i.e., hybrid sequences generated be the combination of digital
sequences with Kronecker sequences. Again, like in Problems 5 and 6 it seems to
be easier to attack first the problem for finite-row-digital sequences for the digital
component. For the case of infinite-row digital sequences we think it should be
challenge enough first to investigate the most basic case. So concerning the analysis
of metrical discrepancy of Niederreiter-Kronecker sequences we state the following
two open problems:
Open Problem 12 Give an essentially sharp upper metrical bound for the dis-
crepancy of Niederreiter-Kronecker sequences
zn = (xn, {nα})n≥0
where (xn)n≥0 is a given digital s-dimensional sequence generated by matrices with
finite rows, and ({nα})n≥0 is a t-dimensional Kronecker sequence, which is valid
for almost all α.
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Open Problem 13 Give sharp metrical upper - and, if possible, also lower - bounds
for the discrepancy of the sequence
zn = (xn, {nα})n≥0
where ({nα})n≥0 is a one-dimensional Kronecker sequence, and where (xn)n≥0 is
the one-dimensional digital sequence in base 2 generated by the matrix
C =


1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
0 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 1 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 1 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...

 ∈ Z
N×N
2 .
The estimates should hold for almost all α ∈ R.
The investigation of the discrepancy of the sequence considered in Problem 13 in
a first step leads necessarily to the investigation of the discrepancy of the following
one-dimensional sequence:
Open Problem 14 Give the exact metrical order of the discrepancy of the se-
quence
({nkα})k≥0,
where (nk)k≥0 denotes the increasing sequence of positive integers nk for which
S2(nk) ≡ 0 mod 2 holds, where S2(n) denotes the sum of digits of n in base 2.
We will make in the remaining part of this section a side-step from discrepancy
theory to applications of QMC methods, and especially of hybrid sequences. The
analysis of hybrid sequences already has been motivated by Spanier in [51] and
by Keller in [21] by applications on transport problems and in image processing.
Here we give a suggestion for an application in finance, especially in credit risk
management, where hybrid sequences in a quite natural way seemingly should be
the suitable tool for generating a simulation scenario. Here by a hybrid sequence,
in contrast to the examples given above, we mean the combination of any of the
low-discrepancy sequences with a pseudo-random sequence (for the analysis of the
distribution of such sequences see for example [13], [43] or [45]).
The credit risk management system Credit Metrics of J.P.Morgan (for all theo-
retical details see [4]) analyses the risk inherent in a large portfolio of credits held
by a bank. This is done by calculating the 1% percentile of the future value of the
credit portfolio in one year. To determine this percentile in the original version of
credit metrics Monte Carlo simulation is suggested. In this simulation problem each
of the credits in the portfolio represents one dimension. Credit portfolios usually
contain much more than 1000 single credits, so we have to deal here with a very
high-dimensional simulation problem, hence it is certainly too high-dimensional for
a pure QMC method. (The benefits of QMC methods in high dimensions usually
appear only when the number of sample points is very high.)
On the other hand it could be a good idea to handle the (few) credits in the
portfolios which contribute most to the risk of the whole portfolio more carefully,
by using a low-discrepancy sequence for the dimensions in the simulation problem
which correspond to these highest risk credits. The risk contribution of a credit is a
function of the face amount of the credit, its rating class (i.e., of its downgrading-or
even default-probabilities), and also on its correlation properties within the credit
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portfolio. So the (sketch of a) program would be the following: Given a number
N of sample points and the dimension d of the simulation problem (i.e., d is the
number of credits in the portfolio),
- determine a dimension s < d, such that it is preferable to use an s-dimensional
low-discrepancy sequence consisting of N points for an s-dimensional simula-
tion problem instead of a pseudo-random sequence,
- determine the s credits of the portfolio which contribute most to the risk of
the whole credit portfolio,
- carry out the simulations suggested by the system Credit Metrics, but using
for the s selected credits a QMC sequence and for all other (many) credits a
pseudo-random sequence, i.e., choose a hybrid sequence for the simulation.
Open Problem 15 Carry out the above sketched program for using hybrid se-
quences in the credit risk management program Credit Metrics in detail and analyse
the performance in comparison with pure Monte Carlo or pure quasi-Monte Carlo
methods.
4 Miscellaneous problems
Of course there exist the big open problems in the theory of uniform distribution
and essentially in discrepancy theory, like the most prominent one:
• determine the correct order of the best general lower bound for discrepancy,
holding for all sequences in [0, 1)d (with the most important contributions of
Beck [1], Bilyk and Lacey [5], [6] or Roth [47]).
Or the still open question:
• is the sequence ({(32)n})n≥0 uniformly distributed in [0, 1) or not?
Another well-known example is:
• do there exist α, β ∈ R such that the 2-dimensional Kronecker sequence
({nα}, {nβ})n≥0
is a low-discrepancy sequence, i.e., satisfies
DN ≤ C (logN)
2
N
for all N,
or not?
This question has narrow connections to the still open conjecture of Littlewood
in diophantine approximation, stating that for all α, β ∈ R we have
lim inf
n→∞
n ‖nα‖ · ‖nβ‖ = 0,
where ‖x‖ denotes the distance of x to the nearest integer.
In the following we give some further problems in discrepancy theory, which in
our opinion also are of considerable interest, and, most probably, will be easier to
attack than the above mentioned prominent problems:
The first open problem in this section concerns the best possible lower bound
for the star-discrepancy D∗N for one-dimensional sequences in [0, 1). The until now
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best known lower bound is already quite old: Bejian [3] has shown in 1982 that for
every sequence (xn)n≥0 in [0, 1) we have
D∗N ≥ (0.06015 . . .)
logN
N
for infinitely many N .
In [46] it was shown by Ostromoukhov that there exist (xn)n≥0 in [0, 1) with
D∗N ≤ (0.222 . . .)
logN
N
for all N large enough. So we state
Open Problem 16 Let c be maximal such that for every sequence (xn)n≥0 in [0, 1)
we have
D∗N ≥ c
logN
N
for infinitely many N .
Improve the best until now known bounds 0.06015 . . . ≤ c ≤ 0.222 . . . for c.
First new investigations of the author in this direction show, that by refining a
method developed by Liardet [38] and by Tijdeman and Wagner [52] a rather simple
proof for c ≥ 0.06182 should be possible.
As already noted above it is the most well-known conjecture in the theory of
irregularities of distribution, that for every sequence (zn)n≥0 in [0, 1)
d we have
DN ≥ cd (logN)
d
N
for a constant cd > 0 and for infinitely many N . At the moment the best known
general lower bound for the discrepancy of sequences in [0, 1)d is
DN ≥ cd (logN)
d
2
+ǫ(d)
N
for infinitely many N , with some small ǫ(d) > 0.
Indeed the problem is that even for some of the most well known and seemingly
simple sequences in dimensions d ≥ 2 we do not know the right order of discrepancy,
like for example for the 2-dimensional Kronecker sequences, for the 2-dimensional
Halton sequences and for most of the 2-dimensional digital low-discrepancy se-
quences.
Faure has shown in [11] that for a certain digital low-discrepancy sequence (i.e.,
with DN ≤ c · (logN)
2
N
for all N) we indeed also have
DN ≥ c′ (logN)
2
N
for infinitely many N .
Open Problem 17 Show that for all 2-dimensional digital sequences in base 2 we
have
DN ≥ c(logN)
2
N
for infinitely many N .
Or, show this estimate at least for a certain class of such (low-discrepancy) se-
quences (e.g. for NUT sequences or finite-row sequences).
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A probably even more difficult and challenging but for us utmost appealing prob-
lem is to find the right order or discrepancy for the Halton sequence in dimension
2. Until now for the discrepancy of this sequence there is no better lower bound
known than the general lower bound given by Bilyk and Lacey which holds for all
sequences in [0, 1)2.
So we finish this paper which should give the reader a survey on some recent
results on discrepancy theory and on some open problems in current research with
the author’s favorite open problem listed in this paper:
Open Problem 18 Give an improved lower bound for the discrepancy of the Hal-
ton sequence in dimension 2.
In the best case decide whether the right order of the discrepancy is (logN)
2
N
, or
not.
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